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AN INVESTIGATION OF OBLIQUE

PERFORATION OF METALLIC PLATES BY PROJECTILES

by

J. Awerbuch' and S.R. Bodner2

Abstract

An experimental and analytical study was performed on the mechanics of

oblique perforation of projectiles in metallic plates. The purpose was to

determine the dependence of the velocity drop on the angle of impact for

prescribed mechanical and physical properties of the projectile and the

target plate. The ballistic experiments were carried out with 0.22 inch

caliber lead bullets on target plates of commercially pure aluminum and an

aluminum alloy which ranged from 2.0 to 60 m in thicknees. Transient mea-

surements were taken which included high speed photograph' 4i:h(: perforation

process. The theoretical model that had been developed previously by the

authors for the case of normal perforation woo modified to include the effects

of the angle of impact. The experimental observations for the present teat

conditions indicate that the only essential modification to the analysis to

the use of the total projectile path ast the effective target plate thickness.

The comparison of the results shows reasonably good agreement between experi-

ments and theory.

'Lecturer, Department of Materials Engineering
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
presently, N.R.C. Research Associate, USAF Materials Lab, WPAFB, Ohio, U.S.A.

2Professor, Department of Materials Engineering,

Tachnion - Israel Institute of Technology
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Introduction

The problem of oblique perforation can generally be separated into three

ranges of impact angles, The first range of complete perforation extends to

some angle a1 at which the projectile is stopped by the target plate. The

value of a1 depends on many parameters such as the mechanical and physical

properties of the target and projectile and on the impact velocity. The

second range of angles of impact is for a > a1 where the projectile continues

to be stopped by the target in which it is imbedded, i.e. it does not

richochet. Generally, this is a small range, 10 to 50. In the third range

of large angles of impact, the projectile richochets from the target. It is

the first range of angles of impact that is studied in this paper.

An analysis of the mechanics of normal perforation of metallic plates

by projectile at ordnance velocities has been developed (1) from which the

post perforation velocity can be calculated. This analysis also predicts

the contact time and force-time history. An extensive experimental program

had been performed as part of the overall investigation to provide detailed

information on the physics of the perforation process [2). Calculations

based on the theory (11 were found to be in reasonably good agreement with

the experimental results (2].

In the present report, the theory of normal perforation [I) is oditfied

to include the effect of the angle of impact. Results of ballistic exper-

iments are reported which were carried out with 0.22 inch caliber lead bullets
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obliquely perforating aluminum plates. The purpose of the experimental

program was to assist the development of the analysis by giving informa-

tion on the physical aspects of the oblique perforation process and to

provide results for comparison purposes.

Previous Investiations

Most of the experimental and theoretical investigations that have been

published on the subject of projectile perforation are limited to the case

of normal penetration of projectiles, and relatively little has been pub-

lished on the problem of oblique perforation. In a study by Zener and

t.eter6in (3), the authors conclude that the effect of the angle of impact

o- "- .. ojoctil residual velocity is primarily due to the increase of

the projectile path in the target plate according to the relationship:

h'mh/cos(*+A). The quantity Am is the change of the angle of penetration

due to the action of the transverse force acting on the projectile during

initial contact. In another study, Recht & tpson 141 developed on energy

analysis from which the post perforation velocity could be calculated

provided the minimum perforation velocity is known. tn their work, they

examined the total angulat change in direction of the projectile as it

passes through the plate. Recht & Ipson (41 assumed that the ejected plug

and the projectile move in the same direction and vith the same velocity

at the end of the perforation process. The calculation of the residual

velocity is based on an analysis developed for the case of normal perfora-

tions in which only the momentum in the direction of movement is considered.
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These authors consider the plug to be elliptical having a major diameter

D p/cosm and mass M p/cosa where Dp and M p are the plug's diameter and mass

for the normal impact case.

A large number of tests on crater formation at very high impact

velocities have been performed by many investigators concerned with hyper-

velocity impact. For example, a series of ballistic experiments at oblique

angles were carried out by Summers (5]. The target plates were of copper

and the projectiles were 1/8 inch diameter copper spheres moving at muzle

velocities of 7,000 ft/sec and 11,000 ft/sec. In that investigation, the

effect of the angle of impact on the depth of penetration was studied and

it was found that the component of velocity parallel to the target surface

does not contribute significantly to the target penetration for a range of

angles of obliquity up to 400 for the lower impact velocity and up to 500

for the higher impact velocity.

In the relatively low velocity range, Goldsmith & Gunnighav (61 carried

out oblique impact experiments on steel beam to study the crater geometry

produced by the impact of 1/2 inch diameter steel spheres at initial

velocities ranging from 30-150 ft/sec. The experimental results showed that

the crater depth, as well as the magnitude of the deflection of the center

of the beam, varied as the cosine of the angle of Impact.
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Analysis

The experimental observations (discussed in the following sections)

indicate that, for the projectiles and target plates employed in these

tests, the mechanism of oblique perforation is essentially the same as

for normal impact. On this basis, the model and mathematical formula-

tion that was developed for the case of normal perforation Ell could also

serve for the oblique case. Although this assumption, i.e., that both

cases can be treated in the same manner, may not hold for all types of

projectiles and target plates, it seams to be a reasonable method of

first approximation to the general problem of oblique perforation.

In the analysis of normal perforation, (1), the process is divided

into three interconnected stages. The first, compressive, stage involves

inertial and coapessive forces acting on the projectile. A shearing

force aries in the second stage of incipient plugging which also Includes

the otner forces. The shearing force is due to the relative deformation

of target mtrial that is accelerated by the projectile in relation to

the target plate. Due to the addition of target material, a changing

effective "sa of the projectile is considered in the first and second

stages. The second stage ends when all target material forward of the

projectile (the plug) moves at the sae velocity ts the prelictile. In

the subsequent third stage of plug ejection, only the shearing force acts

on the plug's circumference and along its length until the failure strain

in shear ts reached.
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The compressive and inertial forces of the first stage of oblique

perforation are taken to act in the direction of the projectile path which

is that of the initial velocity vector. These forces are given in [1] as

Fc a a cA and Fi - (1/2)KpAV2 where A is the cross sectional area of the

cavity on a plane normal to the projectile path and therefore includes the

effect of flattening of the projectile. For the oblique impact case, A

can be taken as A1 cos where A, is the entrance cavity area on the face

of the plate. It is observed experimentally that A1 to generally elliptical

in form and that the minor exis is the diameter of the cylindrical cavity

on the plane normal to the path. A good approximation to the length of

the major axis is the minor "is divided by cosw. The area A vould not,

in general, be the sea as that for normal impact since the flattening of

the projectile may depend on a, although the present test results do indi-

cate that the observed values of A are close those of the corresponding

normal impact case.

On considering the mechanism for oblique impact to be the same an for

normal Impact, the equation of motion for the first stage vould be the sm

as Eq.(lO) of [1) usin8 A in place of A1 . The coordinate x is then the

distance along the projectile path, and an effective mass of projectile is

considered in the same manner as in (l. The first stage ends when x reaches

ht-b' vhere b' Is the plug thickness and h' is h/cosa. An important observa-

tion of the experiments on normal Impact (2) was that the plug thickness to

plate thickness ratio b/h was almost constant for a given projectile and
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target material over a wide range of thickness and initial velocities. It

would therefore follow that to good approximation (be/h') - (b/h) and the

second stage would comence when x - (h-b)/cosa.

For the second stage of the perforation proceso, the same equation of

votion as for normal impact would hold, eq. (16) of Ell, in which x is

again the projectile displacement along the path and h and b vould be

replaced by h' and b'. The diameter D and area A2 refer in this case to

the second stage cavity cross aect:ion in the plane normal to the projectile

path. These quantities are not necessarily the same as for normal impact

due to the influence of a on the projectile flattening effect.

Similar considerations hold for the third stage of perforation. The

effective mass is then the projectile mass plus the total mass of target

material ejected from the cavity namely, m + QAh', where A is the average

cavity e on planes normal to the path. If ' is the average cavity area

in the plane of the plate and, as nottd previously, A!'cot%. then the total

ejected target mass (plug plus fragments) is A'h.

The tots of tha equations ior oblique perforation would therefore

reduce to those of normal impact vith an effective target thickness of

h' - h/coto if the projectile path remained uvdhanged. A parameter in

these equations is the cross sectional area of the cavity on planeS normal

to the path and this should be compared to that for normal impact for the

same plate thickness. It is convenient experimentally to determine the

cavity area from the entrance and eit openinge In the plans of the target
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plate. The experimental results on oblique impact indicate that the areas of

these openings multiplied by cos agreed with those for normal impact for the

same actual plate thickness and this result was used in tke calculations.

The oblique impact conditions, therefore, do not exactly correspond to those

for normal impact on a plate of thickness h' since the cavity areas would not

be exactly the same.

In actual fact, changes in the path of the projectile do occur and these

can be of importance for relatively hard target plates and large impact

angles. This effect, however, is not considered in the present treatment of

the problem. Another effect not accounted for is that the plug ejects normal

to the target plate rather than along the projectile path and has a rotational

velocity, but this can be shown to have a small influence on the terminal

velocity of the projectile.

It is noted that the terminal velocity is not a linear function of the

initial velocity and of the target thickness. The same results would there-

fore not be obtained if the oblique perforation problem were reduced to that

of normal perforatiou by using only the normal component of the initial

impact velocity.
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Experimental Procedure and Results

(a) Experimental Procedure.

The tests were performed in a ballistic range which provided for measure-

ment of the initial and post-perforation velocities and high speed photography

of the projectile. A detailed description of the test procedure is given in

(2]. The geometrical parameters of the cavity, i.e., entrance and exit

shapes, were measured after each test.

In order to obtain more information on the process of oblique perfora-

tion, the photographic equipment described in (2] was modified for multiple

(triple) exposures at prescribed time intervals. Three stroboscopes

(Genera Radio Types 1531, 1538A, and 1539) and auxiliary equipment were

combined with three delay units for this purpose.

The projectiles were 0.22 inch caliber lead bullets with a muzzle

velocity of 380-400 m/sec. Target plates were comercially pure aluminum

(1100-H14) and aluminum alloy (6061-T6). The plate dimensions were

250x250 mm and raeBd from 2.0 to 6.0 mm thick. Generally 3 tests were

performed for each angle of impact and plate thickness. For large angles

of impact - close to the ballistic limit - more tests were performed since

the reproducibility of the results was not as good. In this range of

angles of impact, the final velocity is sensitive to all the parameters

and depends critically on the exact angle of impact and on the mchanical

proparties of the target moterial. The accuracy lu determining the angle

of impact is + 10.
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(b) Exoerimental Results

The test results for the dependence of the velocity drop on the angle

of impact are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the two target materials. It is

noted that the effect of the angle of impact is small for a range of angles,

while beyond chis range the velocity drop increases rapidly for smaiLi changes

in the impact angle. For example, in Fig. 1 for the 2mrn plate, the effect

of ot is small for a < 500, becomes large for a > 500, and the projectile is

stopped at a - 750 . This effect seems to be due to the sensitivity of the

residual velocity near the ballistic limit on the target thickness which is

magnified by the cosc factor.

Figs. 3 and 4 show typical cross sections of the cavities of target

plates that were perforated at various angles of impact. For commercially

pure aluminum, Fig. 3, the angle of the axis of perforation was essentially

straight and the same as the angle of impact. For the aluminum alloy plates,

the axis was fairly straight but there was a deviation from the original

direction. The theoretical predictions are, in fact, not as good for the

aluminum alloy plates Lt large angles of impact as they are for the pure

aluminum plates which seems to be partly due to this effect.

The contours of the entrance and exit openings in the plate had

elliptical shapes vith the major axis iucreasing with the angle of impact.

Ue diameters of the openings were measured and the areas calculated based

on the contours being exact ellipses. Results for the average of the

entrance and exit opening areas as a function of ai ae shu in Figs. 5

and 6 for the various target plates.
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The avsrag areas multiplied by cosa are also plotted, and the results are

almost independent of a and close to the values corresponding to normal

impact, a - 0.

Figs. 7 and 8 show sequences of flash photographs at different times

after impact. The individual photographs correspond to separate tests, and

the times indicated ar. approximate due to variations in the initial

velocities. Although the plug grierally leaves the plate normal to the plate

surface, the proces. of plug developme-t is along the projectile path which

can be seen by carefuUy superimposing P'ccessive photographs. The bulge

at the rear of the plate appears durin - or after the third stage while the

Important second stage of plug formation cannot be aasily visualized from

the photographs. Some indication of this process can be obtained by care-

ful ae surements of the direction of Qrowth of the bulge.Iultiple exposure photographs of the post perforation situatban, FiG. 9,

show that the projectile continues along itu original path for Lhe pure

altuinum plates but delefts slightly for the eluminum alloy plates. In both

cases, the plug is ejected normal to the plate ezcept for conditions very

cloo to the ball s ic limit. It it also seen that the plug rotates as well

as translates and an estimate of the rotational velocity can be obtained

from the photographs.

Numerical results deduced from the multiple eposure photographs for

particular target plates are listed in Table 1. Listed for each case are

the residual translational velocity of the projectile and the translational

and angular velocity of the plug. It is noted that the angular velocity is
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of the order of 10 rad/sec. and has a maximum at a partciular angle of

impact. The translational velocity of the plug is close to the terminal

velocity of the projectile at small angles of impact but decreases more

rapidly for larger angles. This seems to be due, in part, to the transfer

* of part of the kinetic energy of uniform motion into rotational energy.

Discussion of Results

The results in Fig. 5 and 6 show that the cavity areas on planes

normal to the projectile path are raasonably close to thone obtaia e for

normal impact for the same plate thickness. For commercially pure

aluminum, the agreement is much closer than for the aluminum alloy, but

it is still reasonable in the ta'ter case. The post test examinations

showed that the cavity axes approximately coincide with the initial

impact directions for most of the cases. These observations indicate

that the analysis of [13 can be applied to the present test results by

replacing h and b in the equations by h/cosa and b/cosa respectively

and by using results from normal impact tests for the cavity area normal

to the projectile path.

Comparisons of theoretical predictions based on the above modifica-

tions of [11 with experimental results are shown in Figs. 10 to 15. Tit

agreement between the sets of results for the commercially pure aluminum

tests plates is fairly good and could be expected since the conditions for

the applicability of the analysis are well realized physically. On the

other hand, the assumptions in the analysis of constaicy of LOi, cavtty
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axis with the impact direction and equality of the cavity area with the

equivalent normal impact case are less fulfilled for the tests on the

harder aluminum alloy plates. The agreement is less good for these tests

at the higher impact angles (close to the ballistic limit) where those

effects would be more important.

The calculations were based on experimentally measured values of the

entrance and exit opening areas, plug length b', and shear zone width a

(see [1]) for the various test condit1.ons. As in [2), the average cavity

area was used in the equations for all the stages of perforation. Since

the ends of the ejected plugs were not fully flat, an average plug length

was measured and used. The average values of b'/h' were found to be fairly

constant for each material and essentially the came as those obtained in

the normal impact tests [2). The width of the shear zone e, which enters

the equations of motion for the second and third stages, is not a sensitive

parameter. It was assumed to be constant for all the plate thickncsses and

the same as for normal impact.

Anothov parameter in the equations is the material viscosity at high

shearing rates, u, which was also taken to be the same as for normal impact

conditions. The values of the parameters e and v for aluminum are given

in [2).

A factor not coneidered in the analysis is the non-symmetrical nature

of the mechanism of separation of the plug from the plate. As seen from

4. the high speed photographs, separation does not occur simultaneously around

the circumference of the exit opening. After separation initially occurs
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over part of the plug - target interface, the opposite side remains in

contact for some time. This implies that the shearing stresses acting on

the projectile during the third stage of perforation are not symnetrically

distributed around the projectile. These stresses would be important under

conditions close to the ballistic limit which is where the theoretical

predictions of the analysis are less accurate.

A related effect not considered in the analysis is the "tearing-

force which acts on the plug in the final stages of separation from the

plate. The force is a factor in the transformation of the uniform motion

of the plug along the projectile path to a motion normal tc the plane of

the plate combined with a rotation. The effect of this rotation on the

terminal velocity of the projectile could be estimated from an analysis of

the distribution of kinetic energy among the various components following

perforation. That is, a reduction of kinetic energy of the projectile is

required by the kinematic conditions to account for the rotational energy

of the plug. Calculations of the reduction of the terminal velocity of

the projectile due to plug rotation have been made and indicate that the

effect is very smnll for the cases under consideration. The effects of

f. terminal non-symmetrical shearing and tearing forces are probably of

some importance for the stronger target materials under conditions near

the ballistic limit, but they are difficult to evaluate.
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Concusions

A simple modification of the analysis for normal perforation of plates

by projectiles appears to give reasonably good predictions of terminal

velocities for oblique impact tests on pure and 6061-T6 alloy aluminum

target plates. The modification involves replacing the plate thickness

by an effective thickness corresponding to an undeviated projectile path

and considering the cavity area along the path to be the same as for

normal impact for the actual plate thickness.

The basic analysis could, in principle, be adopted to cases where the

projectile path does change direction and the cavity area normal to the

path does vary with the angle of impact. In these cases, however, experi-

mental measureaents for these effect* would bf required for use in the

computations.

The reaulta show that the angle of impact has a small effect on the

velocity drop over a range of augles. The influence of the impact angle

becomes large near the ballistic limit condition.

LFor the present tests, the post perforation velocity vector of the

projectile did not deviate oubstautially from the initial vector. Dif-

ferences were greatest for the thtcker aluminum alloy plates at the large

impact angles. The plugs teMded to be ejected normal to the place surface

with a routtional velocity inducad by the tearing forces during fiual

separation.
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TABLE 1

Experimental Results of Projectile Impact and Postperforation Velocities,

Plug Velocities and Angular Rotations

Pr:C;.ctile Projectile Plug
Impact Residual Plug Angular

Target Thickness Angle of Velocity Velocity Velocity Velocity
aterial (um) Impact (m/sec) (2/800 (u/see) (Rad/sec xlO)

0 394 271 271 0

101 391 268 268 0

201 388 247 214 1.26

1100-H14 5 300 383 218 156 1.83

350 393 208 91 1.15

40' 382 170 0 0.12

450 389 0 0 0

0 388 206 206 0

101 378 184 179 0.27

1100-114 6 20' 384 176 165 0.95

300 386 132 52 132

350 381 161 56 0

0 384 310 310 0

100 388 308 303 1.15

6061-T6 3 200 385 284 214 1.55

300 375 270 154 4.50

35* 383 262 96 3.30

400 382 178 0 0
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List of Captions

Fig. 1 Experimental velocity drop of 0.22 in. caliber lead bullets

perforating commercially pure aluminum plates of different

thicknesses versus angle of impact (line indicates trend).

Fig. 2 Experimental velocity drop of 0.22 in. caliber lead bullets

perforating aluminum allay 6061-T6 plates of different

thicknesses versus angle of impact (line indicates trend).

Fig. 3 Cross sections of commercially pure aluminum plates of dif-

ferent thicknesses after perforation by 0.22 in. caliber lead

bullets at diffarent angles of impact.

Fig. 4 Cross sactions of aluminum alloy 6061-T6 plates of different

thicknesses after perforation by 0.22 in. caliber lead bullets

at different angles of impact.

Fig. 5 Dependence of the average cavity area on the angle of impact

for commercially pure aluminum target plates of different

thicknesses after perforation by 0.22 in. caliber lead bullets.

Fig. 6 Dependenee of the average cavity area an the angle of impact

for aluminum alloy 6061-T6 target plates of different thick-

nesses after perforation by 0.22 La. "aliber lead bullets.

Fig. 7 Photographic sequence showing the oblique perforation process

of 0 22 in t caliber lead bullets in cokercmlly pure alumim
plate 5.0 u thick (ut-300 ) .
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List of Captions (continued)

Fig. 8 - Photographic sequence showing the oblique perioration process of

0.22 in. caliber lead bullets in aluminum alloy 6061-T6 plate

3.0 m thick (a300).

Fig. 9 - Hultiple exposure photographs of 0.22 in. caliber lead bullets

and plugs after perforation of aluminum plates (1100-H14, and

6061-T6).

Fig. 10 - Projectile velocity drop versus angle of impact for 0.22 in.

caliber lead bullet perforating comercially pure aluminum

plate 2.0 m thick.

Fig. 11 - Projectile velocity drop versus angle of impact for 0.22 in.

caliber lead bullet perforating comeercially pure aluminum

plate 4.0 - thick.

Fig. 12 - Projectile velocity drop versus angle of impact for 0.22 in.

caliber lead bullet perforating commercially pure aluminum

plate 5.0 t thick.

Fig. 13 -Projectile velocity drop versus angle of impact for 0.22 in.

caliber lead bullet perforating alumiumm alloy 6061-T6 plate

2.U m thick.

Fig. 14 - Projectile velocity drop versus angle of impact for 0.22 in.

caliber lead bullet perforating aluminum alloy 6061-T6 plate

3.5 - thick.

Fig. 15 - Projectile velocity drop versus angle of impact for 0.22 in.

caliber lead bullet perforating alunmnua alloy 6061-T6 plate

5.0 t thick.
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